
 

DREAM BOX PARTY by JOTA

A surreal prediction effect for virtual or face-to-face shows with a PRINTED
reveal that will leave your audiences guessing.

With Dream Box, you start by handing out a special credential badge before the
trick begins. You then have members of the audience create a unique and
unforgettable "experience" by selecting various places, music, drinks, movies and
celebrities.

Then, at the end of the routine, they look inside the credential to find a PRINTED
voucher highlighting the exact choices that were just made.

This feels truly impossible! Like real magic!

NO Forces. NO Changes. NO Switches.

You'll be able to account for any possible combination.

Now you can choose between four different designs to make them separately or
all together in the same act.

At TIME TRAVELER, spectators will be able to choose between experiencing
famous moments, witnessing epic shows, wearing unique clothing or chatting
with the most important characters in history.

In PARTY they will choose to be invited to a famous secret place, a movie
projection, what will be the menu and how they want to arrive dressed up.

In SPORTS they will decide which high-speed vehicle they want to test, in what
exotic place they would do that, the music they would like to hear and which
famous athlete they would like the co-pilot to be.

In CELEBRITIES they will choose a place in the world to eat, a band to listen to,
a drink to have and a celebrity to take a selfie.

Dream Box is super easy to perform
It reset in seconds
Choices can be made by different people randomly.
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It can play small enough for a single person or large enough for a big
audience in a parlor magic setting.
Each Dream Box set comes with everything you need to perform
including a comprehensive English/Spanish online tutorial featuring a
variety of bonus ideas.

Dream Box refills are also available.

"Fantastic product"
- Magic World

"It is really awesome"
- Fiddlin Jonny

"I love this effect"
- Tyler Lunsford Magic

"Great for zoom shows. Plays big, pack small"
- Chinese Magic Review

"It is great"
- Jon Fox
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